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October Minutes and Tasting
Notes by MN
In Pursuit of the Phrygian Muse
Hans pursues the Midas Touch
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October 7th meeting. More than 70 people braved the

The Malt Report by Roger Marler
The A1tlerican
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- Part 2
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New Malt Challenge Rules, etc.
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Thoughts on Beer

Clayton got us started with some Club business. Howe

Building Your Own Fermentation
CowTown HomeBrew Roundup 2010

then Dave Neilly spoke about our up and coming Malt

February Competition

Challenge sponsored by Canada Malting. Forty two

MN

November Minutes and Tasting

Treasurer's Report

Corey also announced that the December meeting will

Beer & Cheese Pairing at ZYN
Book Review: Beer & Philosophy
Edited by steven D. Hales

16

malt and hops, to brew a beer for judging before and
tasting at our Wednesday, December 2nd meeting.

by Michael Nazarec
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all grain veterans and novices picked up their bags of

Driftwood Brewing Co. by Hans
by Neil Bamford
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a little like herding cats. The Executive was introduced,

First look at our up and coming

Notes by fezz
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Sound was in attendance pouring many glasses of their
fine products, which made focusing on the tasks at hand

Chamber by Michael Nazarec
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largest - and fastest growing- Home Brew Club!
There was a very ambitious agenda that night, so Corey

excerpt from steven D. Hales
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falling cold Calgary temperatures to attend, including 8
new members and 3 drop-ins. Welcome to Canada's

Oregon Beer Fest br.ews
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Another amazing turn out at our Wednesday,

Corey & fezz's Great Lambic

be more of a Christmas social than a structured meeting.
He encourages all attendees to bring in a bottle of their
favourite beer (home brew or commercial) for a
Christmas bottle swap. It was very successful last year,
many members taking home a

Mash-o-Rama - 2 brewers, 2
mashes, 3 brews & a long wait
19

New Brews Reviewed
fezz

20
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Kyla signs up new members,
Corey addresses the faithful.

unique home brew or something new they'd never

3

dunkel - a statement more about the malts used than

tried before. Canada Malting representatives

its actual colour. Somewhat similar in sty Ie and

Armand, Paul and Randy were on hand and spoke

flavour profile, more amber in, more pronounced

about Canada Malting's operations and thanked the

fruity overtones.

club for participating in this competition.

As palates were pleased with our first two Weizens
of the evening, Clare Stanfield, VP of Epicurean
Delights pleased us with a couple of roasted pork
loins to try with three different apple sauces - plain,
cinnamon or ginger. Delicious, but due to our crowd
size, everyone was limited to tiny taster morsels
leaving us all wanting more.

Next up was Howe Sound Brewing. Owner

Ken Fenn and team from Squamish, B.C. were on
hand. After a short talk about the brewery's history
and beers, the boys were freely pouring once again
and the crowd seemed very pleased indeed with the

BAILOUT BITTER, FATHER JOHN'S WINTE
ALE, RAIL ALE NUT BROWN, DEVIL'S

Along with the food came the

ELBOW IPA and the surprise treat of their

Schneider & Sohn Aventinus

IMPERIAL PUMPKIN ALE (8%) featuring

Dopplebock (8.2%) A heavy

pumpkin roasted at the brewery, cinnamon, nutmeg,

weight world classic - complex and

star anise and cloves. Absolutely yummy!

spicy, hints of raisins, bananas and

A short recess, some announcements about the

chocolate. An amazing beer.

BREW YOUR OWN magazine subscriptions, then it

The last two beers were homebrews

was time for the sty Ie of the evening German weizens

brought in by Jake Huzel -

and dunkel weizens. Darren Bender described the

Hrothgar's Solice Weizen Bock

style and then narrated a journey through 5 beers,

(8.5%) and fezz - Hefe Dunkel

each an individual.

Weizen Bock (7.2%). Both fine
examples of the style - Jake's being
very malt dominate and well
balanced, fezz's displaying subtle
chocolate notes and some sourness
on the back of the palate.
MN

We started with Paulaner Hefe Weizen (5.5%) light
in colour, fairly clean with subtle hints at the style notes of bananas & cloves. Next was Ayinger

Ur-Weisse (5.8%) described on the bottle as a

Wherein we attempt to evoke the Dionysian epiphanies of King Midas...

by HANS

Midas
of
Phrygia

Grapes crush and press to flavour-saturated juice-filled
food grade garbage pails multiply across the driveway as
the banter uplifts and the onus is on to bob and weave,
keep the joke running. And run it does, as the day passes
in glorious tribute to the timeless harvest of sun and wine.
Now we drop into the savage depths of history, far older
than our little western slice. We shift a thousand years

... so I roll back into town late Wednesday.
Thursday email arrives "ALERT! Grapes arrive tomorrow!"
Four semi loads of grapes from Cali gone. Vaporized into
the homes of the Italians, who leave with pickups full of
vintners' gold. This time comes once a year so you better
get on it: Old Grampa ordering the young 'uns around,
eyeing the product, an air of high mission and machismo.
It's important - the family gathering of harvest for the long
year's staple.
Regardless, I scoop a couple crates of Muscat grapes, the
original ancient. Cultivated for so long it's gone native from
the Pacific west of the Mediterranean, across both shores,
past Egypt and Greece, Turkey, even dry gulch
Afghanistan.
Next morning, in the Italian part of town, down by the river.
Old part of the city. Everyone arrives in grape stuffed
vehicles, an air of fun and expectation reflecting the bright
morning. It's all home made on this day. Neighbours coast
by and scope the food. Bread, meat, cheese, deep fried
rice pasta, stuff flavoured with heat and cheese.
Beverages.
Lovely saison that's sumptuous on the tongue and
peppery with Grains of Paradise and zip-tang finish.
Belgian spelt beer loaded with endless spice depths of
flavour that draw and fascinate. Wine: Resonating the
terroir and weather of the past for years to come,
foreshadowing expressions of this fine fall afternoon ritual.

before the birth of Christ - into Asia Minor, to the Anatolian
peninsula and a chance meeting in the original Rose
Garden that would resonate through time right to this very
afternoon ..
The plebeian King Midas of Phrygia from Macedonia,
salt-of-the-earth with a lust for gold, like an amaranthine
nouveau-riche mesmerized by bling and easy money, is
granted his wish by Dionysus - the god of wine, god of
epiphany, inspirer of revelry and ecstasy. One of the
original twelve Olympians, the Bacchanalian liberator of
souls grants the King what becomes a lesson for all
humanity: the Touch of GOLD! King Midas quickly
discovers that the life of his daughter - and food to eat - is
worth infinitely more than all the gold in the world.

5
mead, part wine of the Muscat. Sacrament to the god
Dionysus, sent along to guide and protect, to heal
and sustain - and inspire the possibility of less
ephemeral epiphanies into perpetuity.
Formulas cranking, the mash is made. Pure,
moist-kilned barley mashed and loaded into the boil
pot. Add honey-of-clover and the stamen of the
Crocus Sativus: saffron, the mythological spice that
transformed the world from ancient China to Babylon
as the penultimate expression of wealth and
decadence. Chill to ferment. Stir in Muscat and top
with yeast cultured in the secretive Abbaye de
Notre-Dame de Saint-Remy, developed for centuries
Struck by tragedy and remorse, he prays to Dionysus

by illuminated monks to make a brew truly divine.

and washes the touch of gold from his hands at the
source of the river Pactolus, which turns the shores to
gold. Ever unable to transcend his immediate
perceptions, a poor choice in music attracts the wrath
of Apollo who turns Midas' ears into those of a
donkey. His barber, sworn to secrecy, digs a hole in
the earth into which he can safely confide, but a
grassy reed sprouts there in the spring, chanting "The
King has asses ears!"
And so it goes. However ignominious the personal
lessons of his life, King Midas did well by his people,
and on death was buried under the greatest Tumulus
of them all - in an appropriately plain wooden
chamber with a six-pack to go.
Fast forward, next day, present time, down at the

And now; as we have since time beyond memory,
record, or tradition: we wait.

brew shed. With molecular analysis we know what
poor Midas drank from the Omphalos bowls buried
with him those 3000 years ago: part beer, part

THE GOD ~nh ASSOCJATED WTTI[ TJlE su~ ANl) OTliElt DE.l'fa:s. Z

by HANS
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The American Idyll- Part 2

.-.by Roger Marler
The rest of the space is open but occupied by port-a-potties
galore, local food concessions, a live band stage with 3

The OREGON BREWERS FESTIVAL (OBF) is a serious

different bands per day each playing 1Yz hour stints, and various

beer lover's affair. This year it celebrated its 22nd anniversary,

administration tents. There is also the "Buzz Tent" where, for

and it did that in style with 80 breweries from 17 states,

an additional $20, you can sample some special brews and

predominantly the Pacific Northwest. Each brewery was

meet some of the brewmasters. But, the festival's piece de

allowed a single beer, but that did not diminish the challenge of

resistance was a series of "cooling down" stations where cool

tasting as many as possible.

water was sprayed from perforated garden hoses stretched over
head providing a calm, misty shower under which to refresh

The event is held at the Tom McCall Watefront Park, between

and get ready for another round of samples.

Burnside and Morrison Bridges, on the west side of the
Willamette River, and occupies an area about Yz mile long by

The rest of the set-up comprises 8 trailers loaded with the

about 50 yards wide. It is held over 4 days of the last weekend

breweries' kegs; 10 breweries per trailer. The beer is dispensed

in July; in this case Thursday 23rd - Sunday 26th.

into jugs and then poured into your beer mug, all by volunteers.
Tables are set up between the trailers and the main open area

It actually costs nothing to get into the festival, but it does cost

so that, as a mere beer drinker, you cannot get close to the

a nominal amount to actually taste the products. Upon entry a

trailers , which seemed a suitable security arrangement. 4

wrist band is applied - which wrist indicates a specific day so

trailers are located to the south of the main entrance and the

that you cannot get in with yesterday's wrist band - and without

other 4 to the north. Therefore, where you choose to sit might

that wrist band you simply cannot be served, as each

determine which beers you sample on any particular day

volunteer's T shirt clearly spells out. Once in the grounds, and

because the walk from one marquee to the trailers at the other

with your wrist band firmly attached, you buy this year's beer

end of the park could take many valuable socializing and

mug for $5.00 (any previous year's mug will not get you any

drinking minutes; planning is needed for the serious beer lover.

beer) and anyone of a variety of combinations of wooden
tokens each for $1.00. A wooden token will get you a 4 oz.
sample; 4 wooden tokens will get your beer mug filled (that's
$4 per 16 oz mug of beer).
You also get a 54-page guide, which is packed with
information. With this gear in hand, you are now ready to hit
the taps, but the first priority is to find a seat at a table under
one of the 2 huge marquees; and if you don't get there early
enough for a seat you likely will be standing until you keel
over, from either too much beer or too much sun.

The 2 marquees each have 4 rows of tables and chairs
with a total seating capacity of about 3,000. There is also
standing room to shelter from the heat wave that hit
Portland just in time for the festivities; it was 37° C for
the duration; and a series of rinsing stations for your beer
mug between samples.
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So, to the beers...

5.

ASTORIA BREWING CO, Astoria, Oregon.

Bitter Bitch is a beer whose name intrigued me more than
BELGIANS

10

BOCKS

1

anything else until I actually tried it. It has "gobs of

BROWNS
FRUIT/SPICE
HYBRID
IMPERIAL/STRONG
HEFEWEIZEN
LIGHT/PALE

4
1
3
6
3
5

FRUIT
GOLDEN
IPA
PILSNER
STOUT
WHEAT

5
6
15
5
4
5

Centennial, Amarillo, Summit & Cascade hops" along with

RED/AMBER

4

SPECIALTY

3

With a beer mug and 14 wooden tokens in hand (cost $20; a
bargain in my humble opinion) I set out to use all 14 tokens
Friday. I failed and so felt obliged to return Saturday; what a
shame. In some ways it was unfortunate that I sampled one of

pale and light caramel malts and an American ale yeast that all
result in an Imperial Pale Ale that won the People's Choice
Award at the Spring Beer and Wine Festival 3 years running.
This is a sipping beer and one to respect, slowly. 8.69% ABV;
99IBUs.
6.

GREAT DIVIDE BREWING CO, Denver,

Colorado. Titan IPA is just that, a titan among IPAs, but with
a relatively low IBU count. "Assertive, flavourful and
balanced" it truly is and well worth it. A fine IPA, and
another one to sip slowly and treat with due respect. 6.79%

the hoppiest first, simply because it was served from the
closest trailer to where I was sitting on Friday.

ABV; 60 IBUs.

FRIDAY

7.

LOMPOC BREWING CO, Eureka, California.

Flower ofthe Gods blossoms from heapings of Cluster,
ALAMEDA BREWING CO, Portland, OR.

Simcoe & Tettnanger hops along with Gambrinus Pale &

El Torero is a fabulous organic IPA with a belt of hops to put
Tree Brewing almost to shame. Crystal, Munich & wheat
malts. 7.09% ABV; 88 IBUs; and hair-raising to boot.

Munich Light malts and American ale yeast. A beautiful

1.

golden ale that hit the spot right away. 6.90% ABV; 52 IBUs.
8.

2.
DESCHUTES BREWERY, Bend, OR.
Miss Spelt is a smooth darkish amber beer from a European
organic spelt malt. 4.79% ABV; 30 IBUs. Does Deschutes
ever brew a bad beer?

BALLAST POINT BREWING, San Diego,

California. Big Eye IPA is generously infused with Simcoe,
Amarillo, Centennial & Galena hops in the first wort, boiling,
finishing and eventually dry-hopping stages. This fairly
ferocious beer earned the bronze medal at the 2002 World
Beer Cup, and deservedly so. 7.00% ABV; 91 IBUs.

3.
FIRESTONE WALKER BREWING CO, Paso
Robles, California. Union Jack IPA is touted as "an
aggressive IPA" and rightly so. It uses Warrior, Simcoe,
Cascade, Centennial & Amarillo hops and the combination is
dynamite. 7.5% ABV; 70 IBUs.

9.

HAZEL DELL BREWPUB, Vancouver,

Washington. Hazel Dell IPA gets its gentle IPA sense from
2-Row Pale, Caramel, Munich & wheat malts with an English
style yeast (whatever an "English style yeast" may be). Add
to the mix Galena, Tettnang, Rainier & Cascade hops and you

4.
NEW HOLLAND BREWING CO, Holland,
Michigan. Golden Cap was an obligatory tasting for me as I
recently worked for a company based in Holland, MI. This

get a hoppy beer without the usual kick of bitterness. 5.00%

was an ordinary light beer whose redeeming feature was that it
was a basic thirst quencher. I'd really only drink this as a last
resort; well, except for perhaps a Bud Light. 7.00% ABV; 65

10.

Townsend, Washington. Hop Diggidy IPA is yet another

IBUs (which I found difficult to believe).

robust IPA made from Centennial, Amarillo & Cascade hops,

ABV; 55 IBUS.
PORT TOWNSEND BREWING CO, Port

but with a bit of a twist. It is dry-hopped twice with the
Amarillo hops in the fermenting and conditioning tanks. The
grain is almost 100% Great Western Premium 2-row with
some Caramel 20 malt. Hoppy without the bitterness. 5.59%
ABV; 70 IBUs.
Did I mention that I like IPAs?

SATURDAY
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The idea for the OBF came from a 1988 gathering of like minds
representing Portland Brewing Co., Widmer Bros. Brewing Co.,

1.

MT. SHASTA BREWING CO, Weed, California.

and BridgePort Brewing Co. spearheaded by Arthur Larrance.

Mountain High IPA earned first place in the 2008 California

Their vision was to "make merry and hold a village-wide

Brewers Festival, and for a 5-year young brewery that is a pretty

celebration!" This they have achieved with wonderful results;

high accolade. Smooth for an American IPA, brewed with at

however, I wonder if they could have envisaged the scale to

least Simcoe hops (no other technical information was

which it has grown over the 22 years since that first meeting? In

available). 7.00% ABV; 65 IBUs.

some ways it felt like Calgary's Lilac Festival: big, crowded,
somewhat noisy, and perhaps almost out of hand.

2.

TERMINAL GRAVITY BREWING, Enterprise,

Oregon. Festivale is a British old/strong ale, dark, and malty

As I mentioned in the beginning, this is a serious beer festival;

with hop flavours to boot. This is another beer to sip with

with a bit of a conundrum. The beer is purchased from the

respect. 8.30% ABV; 73 IBUs.

breweries and sold to the beer loving public with every intention
of making a profit. However, the festival organizers rely upon

3.

GREEN FLASH BREWING CO, Vista, California.

Green Flash Imperial IPA is claimed to be a "San Diego style

2,100 volunteers to bolster the success of the event. I wonder
where all those profits go?

IPA". Who am I to disagree when I don't know what that
means? This was the hoppiest beer I tasted this weekend thanks

Marketing of individual beers and breweries is very low key, by

to the combination of Summit & Nugget hops along with 2-row

design, being limited to the Buzz Tent. So, the beer lovers

Carapils & Carastan malts. A beer for laying down and looking

decide for themselves which beer(s) they like but the

at from a distance, to be sampled only when one really dares.

brewmasters cannot talk up their product or their facilities. I

9.00% ABV; 101 IBUs.

personally would have preferred to have more open access to the
brewers to learn more about their products and businesses.

4.

And to round out my 14 tastings I went back to the

Alameda El Torero, if only to justify my liking of it in the first

Regrettably, the volunteer beer servers/pourers knew nothing
about the beers they were serving.

place. If I had to choose between the 14 beers I sampled this
would be my top pick.

However, this was an experience not to miss. It was
exceptionally well organized and, apart from line up challenges
as the days wore on, a great pleasure to have taken part in one of
the most respected beer festivals in North America. Bon chance
to them in the future.
A final note: if you are planning to go, book your
accommodation ahead of time. ALL hotel rooms in Portland at
that time of year are booked, and not just for the OBF; there's a
lot going on.

Roger Marler

....- - - - - - - - - - - - -...9

ENGE

"If you are serious about beer, as opposed to any of a
tavern's other allures, then you must only frequent
those establishments where beer is served sweetly bitter
and fresh from the cask. Remember that beer's defining
moment is when it is poured. If it is never poured, but
consumed directly from the container in which it was
purchased, it never achieves the purpose for which it
was intended and towards which all its existence has
aimed. If it lives inside a bottle or a can it is still
waiting to be poured, although, as we say with some
reluctance, in extreme circumstances it might be

All participants wil now mash and brew up a
beer, the only variables being left up to individual home
brewers are: mash metHods and choice of yeast. The
grain cannot be modified in any way (smoked, toasted,
baked). Each participant can use up to the full amount of
ingredients given, or less, but cannot add any grains,
adjuncts, hops or anything else.
These beers will submitted fo judging on or before
November 22,2009, 2 bo~tles (lihinimum 341 ml)
properly labeled and brough to the Wild Rose Brewery.
One liter of each rewers creation will also be
submitted for our Fan F vourite Award, to be tasted
and voted on by the membe ,ship at large at our
December 2nd meeting.

encouraged to enter immediately from the bottle or can
into the esophagus. Such a desperate act is itself
unfaithful to the nature and calling of an individual
beer. "
Excerpt taken from 'Thirst for Authenticity: An

Aesthetics ofthe Brewer's Art' by Dale Jacuette,
Part of a collection edited by Steven D. Hales in

Beer & Philosophy, Blackwell Publishing, 2007

~-

Canada Malting will be part of the judging
team, also consisting of cll\lb members and Wild Rose
staff. They will award the folIo 'ng with prizes:
First, Second, Third and Fan F ' ourite.
We look forward to a ery interesting
competition, somewha the owposite of our summer
Wort Challenge. We eXRect a narrow range of British
style brews, where the judging will focus on quality of
brewing systems, mash method and perhaps creativity
with yeast selection.
Good luck to all! Taste you in December!

\. J

w nder h's beer has Q n tty Qste"
therels a pea t in e bottom. 1I

BUILDING ~OUR O"W"N
FERMENTATION CAMBER
by Michael Nazarec
I have to admit right off the top, that I heard about this from someone else.
It came up as we were discussing some problems I have been having with my
primary fermentations during the cold months in Calgary - yes, a good part of the
year. Depending on where you ferment your home brew, sometimes it's hard to
keep a constant temperature when your furnace is always turning on or shutting off
according to outside temperatures and environmental thermostat control programs.
If you are lucky, you have a room with it's own thermostat control - set it and leave
it. You can also achieve this with electric heaters, though more expensive and with
some safety issues to be addressed.
An easy, obvious and inexpensive way to keep constant and adjustable
fermentation temperatures is then to build your own fermentation chamber. Find
yourself a plastic bucket or bin that will hold not only your carboy of beer, but
enough water to be level with your fermenting wort. The green storage bin I used
can be found at Rona or Home Depot for around $10, depending on their size. I
think it's a good idea to double up on the bin, even if only with a half bin for
support, as some of these plastic containers can be made with rather soft plastic,
andthey will be holding a lot of water.
Fill your bin with about 20 liters of water a day or two in advance of
wanting to use it. This gives the water a chance to warm up to room temperature.
Then, get your self an aquarium heater. There are many brands on the market at
various prices. I chose the Elite Submersible 100 Watt unit. It's water proof all the
way up, has suction cups to attach it to the side of your vessel and is easily
adjustable, with temperatures listed on its side settings. I always use an additional
thermometer to verify the temperatures, but they are pretty close. The 100 watt unit
is about $25. A 50 watt unit did not seem to be powerful enough to get the water
above 60 degrees Fahrenheit in that volume of water.
I also cut a hole in the bin lid, and fit it over the carboy to prevent any heat
loss and drill a small hole to accommodate my extra thermometer.
If you plan on leaving the water in the bin for re-use for any length of time,
it is probably a good idea to put in a few drops of Starsan or some other sterilizing
agent, just to avoid anything from growing in it.
This method is not only quick and inexpensive, but it works like a charm.
On those cold January nights, when outside temperatures can be -30 C and my
house can be only +16 C, my beer stays warm and bubbling! Cheers!
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Well Wranglers, it's that time of the year - to

All entrants will submit 2 bottles (minimum

start thinking about the 2nd Annual CowTown

341 ml) with the proper labels filled out and

HomeBrew Roundup. This year, Roundup 2010

attached. These labels will also be available on our

will take place Feb. 16 - 20, 2010 at the Wild Rose

website in January.

Brewery. This competition is open to all individuals

Please courier or bring your entries to the

and clubs. Entries in all BJCP categories of beer,

Wild Rose Brewery. The deadline for entries and

mead & cider will be accepted. BJCP recognized

receiving fee payment will be 12 noon on February

judges will be needed. Please contact Dave Neilly at

12,2010. All entries will be judged between

neilly@shaw.ca if you are interested in participating

February 16 to 20, 2010. Results will be announced

and helping out with the judging. Last year we had

at our Gala Awards Dinner to be held at the Wild

150 entries that came in from Vancouver Island to

Rose Brewery on Saturday, February 20, 2010.

Newfoundland, and this year we hope to see even

Tickets for this multi-course, beer-themed dinner

more.

will be $30 per person. These tickets will be
You will be required to register your entries

using forms available on the CowTown Yeast

Wranglers website at www.yeastwranglers.ca

available to purchase at our January 6, 2010 meeting
- first come, first served.
Full and detailed Competition Rules and

The sign-up forms should be ready and up on the site

Entry Guidelines will be printed in our

in January 2010. You may submit only one entry per

January/February Newsletter and on our website.

beer style. All entries will be judged in the beer style

Now is the time to think about brewing some beers

you specify on your entry forms. Your entries must

to be bottle conditioned and laid down for a month

be homebrewed, made at home with homebrew

or three in advance of the February deadline. Last

equipment (using extract, beer kits, all-grain or any

year's judging week and Gala Awards Dinner were

combination) and not with any commercial

amazing; the judges, the volunteers, Wild Rose, the

equipment in any commercial environment.

dinner. It was a magical event and we look forward

The entry fee will be $6 per individual entry.

to enthusiastic participation once again this year.

~ Dave brought along some St. James Pale Ale (their

version of a Kolsch actually), some Bulldog Am ber
Ale, the hoppy Lil' Scrapper IPA and the delicious
Stir Stick Stout. This was a decent introduction to
Half Pints beers for many who never had the pleasure
before. Thanks for dropping by Dave!
Our technical topic of the evening was on
Brewing Software, presented by Corey Clayton
We had 59 folks come out for our Nov. 4th,

through slide show and drawing on personal

2009 meeting, including 3 new sign-ups and 2

experience using different programs designed for

drop-ins. It was a full agenda, so Corey got us started

home brewers.

taking care of some Club business. First and foremost

Darren Bender presented the tasting sty lefor

was some concern of our growing membership. We

November, which was Belgian Strong Ale.

are basically reaching capacity. Some compromises

Westmalle Tripel (9.5%), a golden yellow, complex

and changes may be necessary for us to remain in the

fruity brew was first up, and paired well with Clare

brewery. Stay tuned.

Stanfield's choice of cheeses - a Double Creme Brie,

The Malt Challenge deadline is Nov. 22nd we were

Saint Andres Triple Creme and a medium aged

reminded and Dave Neilly spoke about the UNITY

Gouda. Yummy. She also made her famous

BREW Wild Rose participated in at the Grizzly Paw

Chocolate Bread Pudding, which was paired with

Brewpub in Canmore. Michelle Lowry was the host

Achel Bruin (8%), a foamy, dark amber treat from the

brewer of two batches of a Dark Rye P.A. (Original

monks of Saint Benedictus Abbey.

Gravity of 1.060). Brewers from Alley Kat,
Brewsters, Big Rock, Drummond, Jasper and
Wildwood contributed their skills and worked with
ingredients supplied by Canada Malting. Each
brewer will get three 60-liter kegs to sell. All proceeds
to go charity. Keep your eyes open in the Taproom
for when the Unity Brew arrives, it won't last long.
Next up Tom Corbet of The Vineyard was on

Corey's Saint Cerevisiae (10%) was the only
true-to-style Belgian Dark Strong Ale in attendance,

hand to pour the homebrew he made at July's

and it was a very good example - rich and malt

meeting. The crowd was very appreciative.

accented with just the right amount of estery

Also pouring was Dave Rudge of Half Pints

complexity.

Brewing from Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Much discussion ensued as the memebers retired to
the Taproom after another great meeting.

MN
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They also produce a series of popular seasonal brews
including the Old Cellar Dweller Barley Wine and
Blackstone Porter. The seasonal for October is the
Sartori Harvest IPA - it uses a ferry load of fresh
Centennial hops from the Sartori Cedar Ranch, a new hop
farm south of Chilliwack.

Driftwood Brewing, Victoria, BC
Driftwood Brewing was conceived in the spring of 2008 as
a creative outlet and personal manifestation for a couple
of experienced craft brewers looking to do their own thing.
Along with Gary Lindsay's years of promoting craft beer
around the south island, Jason Meyer and Kevin Hearsum
found space off the Bay Street bridge and imported some
brewing equipment from Wyoming that had previously
survived having the building around it blown off by a
tornado in Kansas. They opened their doors last October
and are already feeding 60 taps in Victoria while shuffling
650mL bottles of beer out the door in a classic blend of
West Coast creativity and old-world tradition.
Originally developed on a skookum homebrew pilot
system still at the brewery, the current lineup consists of
Driftwood Ale, Crooked Coast Amber, Farmhand
Saison, White Bark Wit, and Brother Bart's Belgian

Incidentally, Christian Sartori is planning 3 acres of
Centennial, Magnum, Newport, Sterling, and Willamette in
his hop yard. Keep yer homebrewing eyes peeled in the
next couple years!

Hans

Brown. They all exhibit a refinement and attention to
detail that belies the seeming newness of the operation.

-----

TREASURER'S REPORT

[Balance As of 09/0112009]

9/1109

$545.66

9/2/09 DEP

GCBF Ticket Sales

165.00

$710.66

9/2/09 DEP

9- 112 Year Memberships

135.00

$845.66

9/2/094

J Warner (Food for Sept Meeting) 49.22

9/2/09 5

D Neilly (Gift Baskets for B Read and Andrew the Bartender)
232.07

$796.44
$564.37

9/19/09 DEP BJCP Course Fees

1,260.00

$1,824.37

9/23/096

400.00

$1,424.37

680.0

$2,104.37

D Bender ( Course Beer)

9/29/09 DEP BJCP Course Fees

10/7/09 DEP 6 112 year memberships, 3 Drop In, 1 T-Shirt, 1 112 Family
170.00
10/8/09

7

Clare Stanfield (food for Sept Meeting)
48.10

10/31109

8
8

$2,226.27

Neil Bamford (Domain Registration Yeastwranglers.com
5 years)

10/31109

$2,274.37

94.45

$2,131.82

Neil Bamford (postage and Baggies for CMC)
12.67

$2,119.15

by CTYW Treasurer Neil Bamford
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A few of us strolled eastward one early evening on
9th Avenue in Inglewood not long ago, on our way to a
Belgian Beer event at the recently opened ZYN. Located in
part of the old brewery building, it is an extensive store, and

.
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not only do they have a very large and good stock of fine
wines and marvelous beers, but they also host events in this

Is your beer glass half empty or half full? Are

space.
This was night one of a two-night celebration of

you a Radical Beer Relativist or a Beer Realist? How

beer. Mike Tessier was our host for a Belgian Beer tasting,

does one properly dispute taste and the aesthetics of the

Along with some lovely pictures from his travels in Belgium,

Brewer's Art? These questions and many other existential

he described each delicious beer of the evening. His partner

puzzles relating to beer, its making, drinking and history

in kind was Shawn McDonald of Spring bank Cheese, who

are covered in this wonderful collection of essays and

provided background information the scrumptious selections

ideas from some of the most forward thinking drinkers in

paired with Mike's beer choices.

the beer world. Or is it forward drinking thinkers? Them

We started with Boon Kriek, the sweetish, lightly

too.

soured cherry Lambie paired with Champfleury from
Quebec - a somewhat smoky, soft ripened brie like curd with
a creamy, lingering texture. Next came an effervescent St.
Bernardus Wit paired with a Chevre Noir. This
cheddar-like offering displays a nutty & buttery character
when paired with the soft, citrics of the wit.
The pouring continued with Rochefort 6 (and then some

Steven D. Hales, a Professor of Philosophy, has
collected and edited Beer & Philosophy (Blackwell
Publishing, 2007). From the whimsical to the esoteric,
this book is food for thought. If you've ever meditated
about traditional mashing or ruminated on origin and

Rochefort 10 for a lucky few!). A deeply malty brew that

authenticity, then this is a book for you. 'What is beer

accented the Spanish Mahon's tangy, sharp and crumbling

style?', the 'ethics of beer' and 'beer, intoxication and

sheep milk flavours. Duvel was next, its golden presence

power' are just some of the topics explored, at length and

lifted by Alberta made Star Grizzly Gouda, a rich & full

with some other very interesting ideas as well. All the

flavoured prize winning gouda.

writing is well balanced and presented in a straight

Dupont's amazing Saison Les Bons Voeux paired well with

forward way, each section seeming to complement the

the semi-firm & nutty French Abondance. Next came the

next. Michael Jackson wrote the Introduction 'I Wink

very hoppy & strong Chouffe Houblon Dobbelen IPA

Therefore I Am' and Hales' Editor's Introduction gives us

Tripel that was an absolute delight with the spicy & earthy

an overview, some history and a direction.

Blue de Basque. The final pairing was the piece de
resistence - Duchesse de Bourgogne with an English

Blue Stilton. I thought I died and went to heaven.

www.zyn.ca

MN

www.springbankcheese.ca

This is a real beer-lovers' book which playfully
examines a myriad of philosophical conceits and concerns
with wit and panache.

fezz

Corey ~. f~zzYs Greatt
LallllIlllbill c Miash- 0 -lIltallllIllla
wheat beer yeast, sherry yeast, two
Brettanomyces strains, and lactic acid

bacteria.
Each brewer started with their own grain
bills and had their own plans for
mashing.
This is how it all came down ...

fezz's grain bill:

4 lb. 2-row pale
The Joke:

4 lb. Pilsner
2 lb. Wheat

So, two brewers got together and decided
to make a pair of Lambie beers. Three
other club members dropped by to witness
the action and help out. What they
didn't realize was what they had gotten
themselves into. It was a marathon
brewing session that ensued, resulting
in three beers they probably wouldn't be
able to drink for at least a year or
two, or even longer.
Yuk, yuk, yuk. Funny but true ...

2 lb. Flaked wheat
~

lb. Crystal(55 SRM)
This was a particularly labour

intensive session since I chose to do a
decoction mash.

Doughing in at 126 0 F,

the first rest was for 30 min. Six
litres of mash were then removed (grain
& liquid)

and brought to a boil in a

separate pot, then added back to the
mash tun, stabilizing at 140 0 F and
holding for another 40 min. Next, 4
liters of liquid was removed, brought

One beautiful day In September
(well, it started that way at least)
Corey Clayton packed his brewing

equipment into his truck and rolled over
to fezz's place for a serious session of
beer making. The two had decided to mash
grains that would eventually become
Lambie beers. The only similarity in
their recipes was the choice of yeast:
Wyeast #3278 Lambic Blend, which

contains all of the requisite elements Saccharomyces,

17
, to a boil, and added
v;;.' back to ma sh tun,

stabilizing at 155 F
for 50 min. Another 4
liters liquid was
then removed, brought

Both started slowly, showing signs
of gas In the air lock within 24 - 48
hours, but not much visual action until
a few days in. No massive fermentation
needing a blow off tube here,
and steady as she goes.

to a boil and added

After 30 days I prepared 12 lb. of

't

r; back to mash tun,
t"n""M~""_

~~l;i

resting finally at
165° F for 15 min.
Sparge with just
under boiling water,
collect 20 litres
plus another 12
liters of 2nd

fresh,

you can imagine, took
hours. The end
result, however, was
a bit of a surprise.
The Original Gravity
sitting in my kettle
was an astounding

frozen raspberries

(this years

crop from my garden) by pureeing them in
a pot and bringing the liquid up to 160
F for 15 minutes to sterilize,

but

not

boil (you don't want the pectin!) The
main

batch dropped to 1.024 by this

point.

runnings.
This process, as

just slow

I transferred the batch into a new
carboy containing the raspberries, 1 oz.
of vanilla extract and a fresh packet of
Wyeast # 3278 Lambie Blend. It is
currently in the throws of secondary
fermentation

(this time initially

including a blow off tube). That yeast
sure loves raspberries. It will now sit
for a few months while I forget about
it.

1.078. Approximately, an 80% efficient

The smaller second batch (at 1.022)

mash. Of course, I didn't want a Lambie

was transferred to secondary. It is

that strong. So, I decided to make two.

refermenting on 6 lb. of prepared fresh

I mixed the second runnings with some

crushed cranberries and 4 extra liters

of the first and made the first, main

of neutral wort from another batch. Now,

kettle a gravity of 1.058, and the

it will

second, smaller batch (12 litres)

down the road to Lambie-hood.

1.052.
Both batches were then boiled for 2
hours, adding 2 oz of 2 year old
Willamette hops

«5.4%) to each batch

at the beginning of the boil. I had,
fortunately, prestarted my yeast the
previous day, so had enough for the two
batches I now had. I cooled the wort,
aerated each batch for 45 minutes,
pitched the yeast and let sit at 68° F.

make its own rest of the way

18
Corey's
Grain Bill:
6.4 lb. Superior

At this point I start pulling out 4 L
volumes of the mash and boiling them,
In an attempt to get the mash temp up.
do this twice and the temp bounces

Pilsner

around 145 0 -155 0

Malt

happened in here)

(some cursing may have

5.5 lb.
A final addition of 5 L boiling

Flaked

water for mashout didn't seem to have

Wheat

much effect, but again this may be the
slow reading thermometer.

(I think the

temperature may have actually dropped
here, apparently ignoring the law of
My first brew with fezz,

I figured

conservation of energy.)

I would tap into some of his knowledge

Collected 16 L of wort. Sparged with 12

of Iambics and multi-step mashing - both

L of near boiling water for a total of

outside of my comfort zone. To date, all

28 L collected.

my beers had been single infusion

I then proceeded to have a 90 min. boil

mashes, and I had gone to great lengths

with a 2 oz. addition of 2-year-old

to exterminate the bugs we welcome in a

Willamette hops and ended up with a

Iambic.

1.053

o.

G. wort.

Cooled, oxygenated and yeast pitched,
The mash schedule I attempted to
follow is featured in Brewing Classic

F,

Saccharification Rest 158 0

F, 30 mln

Sparge 190 0

45 mln

F

What actually happened was closer to
this:
F cool for 15 mln to get

to 115 F (oops)
Added 1.5 L boiling water => 124 0
15 Min

F fermentation temp.)

vigorous second fermentation followed
for a few days.
Now for the waiting.

F

Dough In 122 0

0

cups B.C. cherries to half. A fairly

F, 15 mln

Saccharification Rest 149 0
Mashout 169 0

68

and added 7 lb. choke cherries and 4

F, 15 min

Protein Rest 122 0

(~

Twenty-one days later I split the batch

Styles In the Iambic recipe:

Dough In 113 0

activity was apparent 24 hours later.

F for

(better)

Added 7 L boiling water => 130 0

F

(WTF? !?)
At this point I am suspecting that my
thermometer, while accurate, does not
respond quickly enough.

I
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BEAU'S ALL NATURAL BREWING CO.
Vanleek Hill, Ontario
This beer comes in a lovely ceramic
750 ml swing top bottle, and at first
pour aromatics of malt abound, then the
palate warms on first sip - smooth,

delicate yet complex and well balanced.
This is an ALT BEER, one of the
seasonals this little brewery makes
along side it's flagship LUG TREAD
LAGERED ALE. Very nice.
www.beaus.ca
UNIBROUE, Chambly,

Quebec

QUATRE-CENTIEME 2008 7.5% ABV
Brewed for the 400th anniversary of
the founding of Quebec, this brew
explodes with history and flavour. A
light peppery spiciness invites the
drinker into a creamy realm of
complex maltiness on a truly Belgian
double strong ale scale. This beer

comes in a 750 ml corked bottle.
www.unibroue.com
JEROME BREWING CO.
Altos Manantiales, Argentina
ANDEAN STOUT 6.5% ABV
Black pour, dense tan coloured head
and a dark roasted nose leads to
coffee, raisins, chocolate and more
roasted malt, exceptionally smooth,
in an Irish style, with a long dry
finish. Some complex dried fruit notes

and a buried nuttiness.
www.cervezajerome.com

BRASSERIE DIEU DU CIEL

St. Jerome, Montreal, Quebec
APHRODISIAQUE 6.5% ABV
This deeply black brew sings out for a
sweet dessert, laced with cocoa,
vanilla, dark chocolate and a subtle
whiskey roastedness in the overall
malt profile. Exceptionaly light on
the palate for this full bodied
dessert beverage yet with enough hops
to underpin a lovely drying finish.
This is another fabulous beer from
this unique micro brewery and brewpub.
Try this in your favourite Stout
Chocolate cake recipe.
www.dieuduciel.com
WELLINGTON COUNTY BREWING CO.
Guelph, Ontario
S.P.A. 4.6% ABV
Finally, one of my favourite beers
from Ontario comes to Alberta.
A truly well balanced English style
Special Pale Ale, copper coloured with
a subtle fruity nose and a pleasantly
grainy initial palate that evolves
with a hop spiciness leading to a
lovely long and dry finish. An amazing
brew fresh on tap, this bottled
version is no slouch. Also now

available is Wellington County's IRON
DUKE 6.5%, a burgundy coloured strong
ale with notes of wood, port and nuts.
www.wellingtonbrewery.ca

fezz
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WILD ROSE EREWERY
Remember to bring in a bottle of your
favourite brew for our Christmas Beer
Swap at the December 2nd meeting. Please
wrap or ribbon your beer, drop it under the
Christmas tree and pick up a different one
on your way out. We will also be sampling
the Canada Malt Challenge beers that
evemng.
Also remember to drink responsibly
throughout the holiday season ~ quality over
quantity ~ please take a taxi home!

eastwran
Please support our Sponsors:

